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Stock Codes: 
3m - PCS630200    5m - PCS630220    5.5m - PCS630225

6m - PCS630230    7m - PCS630240



02  |   MANUAL RAISE ARM BARRIER

Manual Raise Arm Barrier
Arm barriers, or ‘parking barriers’ are a simple, cost-effective option 
for restricting vehicular access to a site.

The standard colour combinations these are supplied in are red/white and 
yellow/black.  We supply arm barriers in a range of lengths (from 3 - 7 metres), 
and offer custom colour options. 

On sites with larger access points, two barriers can be installed and fixed 
together using a ‘locking sleeve’. You can also add accessories such as a skirt, 
signage, end rests and locking sleeve.

The barrier features a counter-weight to ensure that it’s as easy to use as 
possible, and can be operated by one person alone. 

We can either install these barriers or supply them ready for installation. If 
installation is required, we complete a site assessment and suggest the best 
solution to meet your needs. Please contact a member of the sales team for 
more information.

Key Features 
 Easy to install 

 High durability and visibility  

 Sleek, minimalist design  

 Dual padlock (optional)

 Simple operation 

 End rest included

 Custom colour options

Accessories 
 Light barrier skirt (we recommend the heavy 

 duty design for barriers over 6.5m)

 Stop, no entry or exit sign

 Pogo stick end rest

 Removable end rest

 Locking Sleeve (For locking double barriers)

Manual Arm Barrier Specification
Measurements in mm

Depth  Length  Height Weight (kg) Product ID

450 3000 1135 - PCS630200

450 5000 1135 - PCS630220

450 5500 1135 - PCS630225

450 6000 1135 - PCS630230

450 7000 1135 - PCS630240

Close up of barrier lock Arm barrier locked into place
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